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CREATING A PAYMENT PAGE
Once your web form is configured, you will need to create a personalized payment page on your 
web site to interact with the web form you created within the Payment Gateway application. Your 
Webmaster/Technical Administrator may follow the instructions below.

1. Copy a Sample Payment Page
We recommend that you begin the payment page creation by copying the source code from our 
basic sample payment page. Select the link below and then, choose the link at the bottom of the 
sample page to View and Copy Source Code.

Sample Payment Page

2. Update the POST URL
The POST URL tells the payment page where to send the data. You will need to ensure that the 
proper Post URL is included in your form page. The correct POST URL is:

<form action=”https://epaygate.nyu.edu/paygateapp/controller?PG_MODE=PG_WEB” 
method=”post”> 

Note: To create test transactions while in Production mode, follow the instructions in Step 4.

3. Set Up Hidden Fields
Hidden fields are directives to the form code that are invisible to the user. You must ensure that you 
properly configure and correctly pass the following hidden form fields:

<input type=”hidden” name=”FORM_ID” value=”your_form_id” />
<input type=”hidden” name=”FORM_SUCCESS_URL” value=”your_success_url” />
<input type=”hidden” name=”FORM_FAILURE_URL” value=”your_failure_url” /> 

FORM_ID FORM_SUCCESS_URL FORM_FAILURE_URL
The FORM_ID value should be 
populated with the “Web Form 
ID” that was created in the 
ePayments application.

The FORM_SUCCESS_URL 
is the web page to which the 
post data is returned after a 
successful transaction. This 
is the page that your users 
see following the transaction 
confirmation screen.

The FORM_FAILURE_URL is 
the web page to which the 
post data is returned after a 
failed transaction. This is the 
page that your users see if their 
transaction wasn’t successful.

<input type=”hidden” 
name=”FORM_ID” 
value=”your_form_id”/>

<input type=”hidden” 
name=”FORM_SUCCESS_
URL”value=”your_success_
url”/>

<input type=”hidden” 
name=”FORM_FAILURE_URL” 
value=”your_failure_url”/>

*Substitute in your assigned 
Form ID for your_form_id 
above.

*Substitute in your Form 
Success URL for your_success_
url above.

*Substitute in your Form Failure 
URL for your_failure_url above.

Note: FORM_SUCCESS_URL and FORM_FAILURE_URL are only required 
if, in your ePayments web form configuration you’ve selected the option 
for Yes, use Form Submission success and failure URLs.

4. Set Payment Page to Test Mode
To Toggle between test and production modes, set the hidden variable TEST_FLAG as follows:

TEST: <input type=”hidden” name=”TEST_FLAG” value=”Y” /> 
PROD: <input type=”hidden” name=”TEST_FLAG” value=”N” />

5. Ensure All Required Fields Are Included
NEXT PAGE
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5. Ensure All Required Fields Are Included (continued)
While you may add additional fields to your personalized payment form, you MUST include the 
following required fields. These are the minimum fields necessary to process a credit card transaction 
through the NYU Payment Gateway.

REQUIRED FIELDS
FIELD NAME FIELD DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT_EVT_1 Total amount of purchase if the web form is an event

AMOUNT_GFT_1 Total amount of purchase if the web form is for gifts

FIRST_NAME Card Holder’s First Name

LAST_NAME Card Holder’s Last Name

ADDRESS_LINE_1 Billing Address Line 1

CITY Billing City

STATE Billing State

POSTAL_CODE Billing Postal Code

COUNTRY Billing Country

EMAIL Email Address

Please note, if your web pages are housed in the enterprise Content Management System (DayCQ), 
you will not be able to build your payment page within the CMS environment. Please contact the NYU 
Web Team (webteam@nyu.edu) to discuss how to best accommodate your payment page needs.
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